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Abstract: Intensive Longitudinal Data (ILD) can be defined as any data situation in which
“characteristics or multiple individuals or study units are recorded at more than a handful of
times points.” While the data type stretches back into the previous century through, for example,
diary studies and ecological momentary assessment studies, ILD have become increasingly
common because of the prevalence of digital devices that make data retrieval fast and easy.
While the characteristics of ILD are mathematically similar to traditional longitudinal data, the
goals of collecting such high-intensity short-term observations tend to differ from those of
traditional longitudinal studies. Instead of changes over time, ILD studies tend to focus on
periodic trends, short-term within-subjects changes, or effects on the variation of outcomes
around the mean. In this presentation we will consider a number of different ILD studies and
corresponding analysis techniques, providing a quick “tour” of currently employed ILD methods
along with some discussion of future needs.
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